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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is the result?
public class StringReplace {
public static void main(String[] args) {
String message = "Hi everyone!";
System.out.println("message = " + message.replace("e", "X")); }
}
A. A runtime error is produced.
B. message = Hi Xveryone!
C. message = Hi everyone!
D. message =
E. message = Hi XvXryonX!
F. A compile time error is produced.
Answer: E

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your company is developing a new database application in Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure. You need to test application
functionality including a hardware failure scenario. Since the
application is still in the development phase, you want to
minimize infrastructure costs.
Which database service deployment option meets this
requirement?
A. Autonomous Data Warehouse (ADW) system as it provides auto
fail over functionality
B. two node bare metal system with data guard enabled
C. two node real application cluster (RAC) system
D. single node bare metal system
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
References:

NEW QUESTION: 3

A. Option C
B. Option E

C. Option B
D. Option D
E. Option A
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
3-2 - Configuration Wizards
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DB1: Transparent Data Encryption
Azure SQL Database currently supports encryption at rest for
Microsoft-managed service side and client-side encryption
scenarios.
Support for server encryption is currently provided through the
SQL feature called Transparent Data Encryption.
Columns: Always encrypted
Always Encrypted is a feature designed to protect sensitive
data stored in Azure SQL Database or SQL Server databases.
Always Encrypted allows clients to encrypt sensitive data
inside client applications and never reveal the encryption keys
to the database engine (SQL Database or SQL Server).
Note: Most data breaches involve the theft of critical data
such as credit card numbers or personally identifiable
information. Databases can be treasure troves of sensitive
information. They can contain customers' personal data (like
national identification numbers), confidential competitive
information, and intellectual property. Lost or stolen data,
especially customer data, can result in brand damage,
competitive disadvantage, and serious fines--even lawsuits.

References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/en
cryption-atrest
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/security/fundamentals/da
tabase-security-overview
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